Choose the Word

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read the sentences and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence.

1. Tony memorized a ________________ for the school play auditions.
   - monotone
   - monologue
   - tripod

2. April had to ________________ the recipe to make sure there was enough food for everyone.
   - bisect
   - triple
   - unify

3. Mia had a cookie ________________ because she was the only person in her neighborhood who sold them.
   - tripod
   - monopoly
   - triplicate

4. The soccer team formed a ________________ with three team leaders.
   - triumvirate
   - uniform
   - universe

5. In geometry, the teacher asked the class to ________________ their drawings to create two equal parts.
   - triple
   - bisect
   - biped

**Parent Directions:** Have your child look at the pairs of words and circle the word with the prefix that means “one.”

6. monorail ____________ biceps

7. triangle ________________ monotonous

8. unity ________________ bifocals

9. monochrome ________________ bicentennial

10. unification ________________ tricolor

**Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)**
Word Study & Vocabulary 3: Unit 24: Number prefixes mono-, uni-, bi-, tri-